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Alexander Gray Associates presents recent drawings, models, and sculptures by Siah Armajani from his 
ongoing “Tomb Series” (1972–2016). The Series pays tribute to philosophers, activists, poets, and writers 
who have informed and inspired Armajani’s art and ideology. This is the second exhibition of his Tombs at 
the Gallery, and the group of works on view highlight his interest in the way these cultural figures 
influence one another in life, death, and output. 

The exhibition showcases Armajani’s drawings, sculptures and models, all of which are discrete elements 
rather than tools in service of a single realized Tomb. The variety of media he uses speaks to the 
democratic nature of his practice; the sculptural elements are built, the drawings made, but within his 
oeuvre neither process holds more significance than the other. In some cases drawings or models serve 
as the Tombs’ final conceptualized forms.

In his large-scale calligraphic drawing 100 and One Dead Poets (2016), Armajani honors poets across 
geographies and generations. The artist created this 14-foot drawing by recording excerpts from poems 
by each of these figures, and then meticulously covering the inscriptions with correction fluid. He 
describes the resulting surface as a “retinal experience.” The drawing is an abstract composition of text 
embedded with small representational elements that function as vignettes; for example one notices a 
small rendering of a pear, a common motif in his earliest calligraphic work dating from the late 1950s 
while he was still living in his native Iran. Also included in the exhibition is is the 16-foot drawing of the 
cityscape of Tehran, Written Iran (2015–16). As with 100 and One Dead Poets, the drawing is formally 
composed of written language, but here Armajani uses Farsi poetry, much of which he memorized as a 
child, to structure representational and architectural elements. Armajani pays tribute to a selection of 
seminal poets, especially Nima Yushij, considered to be the predecessor of modern Persian poetry. 

Sculptures and models in the exhibition include Tomb for Richard Rorty (2016), a modular composition 
that incorporates elements of vernacular American architecture in honor of the American pragmatist 
philosopher. Tomb for Frank O’Hara (2016) celebrates the free-association style of the American poet and 
curator whose work poet John Ashberry describes as having “shatter[ed] the congealed surface of 
contemporary academic poetry.” The pastel pink and blue painted surface of Tomb for Arthur Rimbaud 
(2016) refers to descriptions taken directly from the French poet’s work.

Tomb for Frank O'Hara, 2016, painted wood, 53.5h x 67w x 102.75d in (135.9h x 170.2w x 261d cm)
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Of note is Tomb for Dietrich Bonhoeffer (2016), through which Armajani pays tribute to the the German 
theologian who the artist explains “rose up to kill Evil Itself, and was hung for it” under the Nazi regime in 
1945. In a departure from all of the other tombs he has created up to this point, Tomb for Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer includes an allusion to the man’s manner of dying; a noose which is pulled tightly across the 
top of the tomb itself. Through this compositional element Armajani communicates Bonhoeffer’s status as 
a martyr and identifies the pastor’s death as a defining moment of his life and legacy. 

This exhibitions precedes a large-scale retrospective to open at the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, MN 
in 2018. Siah Armajani’s public art works include the Irene Hixon Whitney Bridge (1988), Minneapolis, 
MN; Battery Park Waterfront Project (1989), in collaboration with Scott Burton and Cesar Pelli, New York; 
Floating Poetry Room, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Gardens at Villa Arson Museum, Nice, France; 
Lannan Foundation Poetry Garden (1992), Los Angeles; City Center Bridge Ramp (1994), Stuttgart, 
Germany; George Simmel Footbridge Strasbourg (2003), France; Three Skyway Bridges for the City of 
Leipzig (1997), Germany; and Lighthouse and Bridge for Staten Island (1996), New York. Solo 
exhibitions, including surveys and retrospectives at Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art, Kansas City, 
MO  (2016); Parasol Unit, London (2013); Nelson Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, MO (2008); Musee 
d’art Moderne et Contemporain, Geneva, Switzerland (2007); Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Raina 
Sofia, Madrid (1999); Villa Arson, Nice, France (1994); Institute of Contemporary Art, Philadelphia, PA 
(1985); Minneapolis Institute of Arts, MN (2011); among others. Armajani’s work is in numerous public 
collections, including the Art Institute of Chicago, IL; British Museum, London; Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, New York; Museum of Modern Art, New York; Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York; Museum 
of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, CA; Museum fur Moderne Kunst, Frankfurt, Germany; National 
Gallery, Washington, DC; Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; Museé d’Art Contemporain, 
Geneva, Switzerland; Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin, Germany; and Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, MN.

Alexander Gray Associates is a contemporary art gallery in New York. Through exhibitions, research, and artist representation, the Gallery spotlights artistic movements and artists who 
emerged in the mid- to late-Twentieth Century. Influential in cultural, social, and political spheres, these artists are notable for creating work that crosses geographic borders, generational 
contexts and artistic disciplines. Alexander Gray Associates is a member of the Art Dealers Association of America. Gallery hours: Tuesday–Saturday, 11:00 AM – 6:00 PM.


